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Credit Creation is Ending—And It Won't Be Pretty

So, you have the best credit score in town and you go over to the Toyota store to get 
one of those 2 year-old Tacomas for $45K. Soon, if not now, that credit score will not 
guarantee you a loan, and in California, forget it, because they are beginning to only 
loan on electric vehicles. Plus, Klaus Schwab wants to ban private vehicle ownership.

Back to your credit score, which tells the story of your past, but not your present or  
your future. You made every monthly payment for 30 years, but your income is derived 
from some facet of German industry—are they going to want to give you a 96 month 
car loan based on failing Europe. No, as things get tough, credit will require collateral.

And that's just one aspect of getting credit. Politics is the art of making 10 yards and 
moving the chains—meaning that nefarious policies, intended to undercut your life, are 
implemented—in increments. Here's one you may not yet know about: In a '2 step' into 
digital currency (and personal wealth lockdown), the Fed has 'step 1' ready to roll out—
to be sold to us as something beneficial, when it's a big step towards a 'digital prison', 

The powers that be describe it as an upgrade to the SWIFT settlement system—a 
centrally-controlled instantaneous vehicle for making currency transfers, at any second 
of every day. However, it will also do away with any need for PayPal, ApplePay, debit, 
or any other means of transferring dollars, and quite likely will put private banking at 
risk because dollar creation on government books requires no collateral whatsoever.

How this will play out between the Fed and private banking is not something I know, 
but given an advertised plan for central control of the means of exchange, this is a 
powerful step towards a digital lockdown—disguised as a technologically benign event.

I began with how it will not matter what your credit score is, then again, in a locked-
down digital currency, your credit score will determine your future—but in terms of a 
social-credit score. After implementing unconstitutional regulation to create and control 
the means of exchange—the 'monied interests' will employ corporate power and social 
networks to do the dirty work for them. For example, think of Zuckerberg providing the 
shovel for the FBI to bury Hunter's laptop—with intention to steal Trump's 2020 victory.

What is the function of a 'digital lockdown'? To sustain government for another 'can 
kick' by giving-over control of all dollars in an already failing economic system. Driven 
primarily by politics and not economics, it will be a 'proving ground' for policies that are 
now being promoted to function as the norm. As in, the idea of 'equity' and 'identity poli-



tics' as the normative by which all things are measured. For example, when a teacher's 
union (with open disregard for the 14th amendment), creates a policy wherein 'white 
persons' get laid-off before 'persons of color', or, university policy allots the 1st day of 
registration for 'minorities' ('un-whites'), digital banking policy will promote 'equity'.

May I digress?  'Weapon's inspector' Scott Ritter (along with a female Larouche par-
ty candidate), made it on to the Ukrainian hit list, where they are now allegedly targeted 
for assassination—in the USA. Unless the DOJ or the courts step up, forcing Ukraine 
to 'desist', some Stepan Bandera ideologue in the US (there are many), could (as with 
Rushdie), go after Americans. And, would this be done with tacit White House support?

The analogy here is systemic 'rot' within the whole system, with our Constitution to 
be made 'null and void'—incrementally. As amendments are compromised 'one phrase 
at a time', our 'locked-down digital currency' accounts be subject to dollar transfer 
'reparation increments', a giveaway from our accounts without our input. Taxation with-
out representation, with a goal to see how far they can go with it—what they can get 
away with. And sadly. 'Step 1', centralized dollar settlement, will get public approval.        

An elite plan to undermine and do away with the Constitution is likely part of the dis-
cussion, even though those on the Left such as Biden and Schumer, who are pushing 
us towards communistic globalism, have benefited immensely from being Americans, 
yet seem committed to trade heritage and legacy for another go at a 'collective hell'.

Covid tyranny had no respect for the freedom to worship, to assemble, for a free 
press and free speech. The Supreme Court renewed American citizen's rights to 'keep 
and bear arms', and that decision is met in 'blue states' with even more draconian re-
strictions on gun owners. 'Right to privacy', they send a 'mob' to the President's home, 
so your home should present little problem. But 'digital currency'. Is it constitutional?

“Congress shall have Power…to coin Money, regulate the Value thereof, and of for-
eign Coin.” And from Section 10, “no state…shall make any Thing but gold and silver 
Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts.”  Only gold and silver can be used in the payment 
of debt? How far back do we go to find that? Now, with 350 million citizens, and not 
enough gold and silver for everyday use, paper dollars make sense, backed by gold.

Put these 27 words in the Constitution together with the 'pursuit of happiness', which 
almost came to us as 'pursuit of property'. Both happiness and property express indi-
vidual freedom to conduct our own politics/economics. So whose interest is expressed 
in a locked-down digital currency? That's easy: those who wrecked our economy and 
instead of owning up to that fact, double down, at our cost, to take even more control.

From 1 of my readers: "We are lost, but making good time". But, are we lost? Do the 
elite have the requisite power to complete the prison they have in mind? A locked-down 
currency in a digital prison implies that it is something valuable. But is the dollar valu-
able or is it on the way out? When there are not enough dollars to pay pensions and 
we need 50 of those dollars for a cup of coffee, will the dollar be seen as valuable?

Though not at all funny, Putin offers tragic irony—as comic relief? All NordStream 
gas is turned off until all sanctions against Russia are lifted. Some gas will flow through 
Ukraine, paid for in Europe, in rubles, then used to complete the Ukrainian invasion. 

One more Putin irony: He offers to sell to 'friendly nations', oil for gold—at a dis-
count, which likely breaks the Comex—hastening the end of pricing gold—in paper.

Duty calls. I made it to Toledo, now I'm heading for Oregon. If you live anywhere 
along 80, lets get coffee. Contrarians please subscribe: erik@neverhadaboss.com.  
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